Pouchjacket® pouches are a convenient, economical and user-friendly packaging solution for a wide variety of products. They are made with laminated barrier film structures that protect the contents and allow for long shelf-life. They are available in a variety of styles and custom sizes (see back for details), and can be printed with up to nine gloss, matte and metallic ink colors on state-of-the-art rotogravure and offset printing presses. Pouchjacket flexible pouches are ideal for food items, pet treats, coffee, tea, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, agrochemicals, grass and bird seeds, and many other applications.

Key Features and Benefits
- **Cost-effective and efficient** – Pouches use less material and cost less than many other types of containers. They are lightweight, packaged flat and efficient to ship. Pouches often hold more product with less packaging material and take less landfill space than bulky rigid containers.
- **Value-added** – Pouches with high impact, high resolution graphics and creative shapes and constructions add product value, which helps to differentiate our customers’ brands.
- **Convenient** – Pouches made with tear notches and zipper reclosable features add convenience, and they can be easily flattened and disposed of after use. Some special use pouches can be boiled or microwaved for added convenience.
- **Safe and versatile** – Spouts and other fitments offer spill control and tamper-evidence. Special barrier films protect the product from contamination during processing and while on the shelf.
Stand-Up Pouches
The bottom gusset and rigid front and back edges allow this package to stand up while being displayed on store shelves. Impressive high resolution graphics enhance product value and consumer appeal. A great, cost-effective flexible package alternative to rigid bottles, cartons, cans and jars.

Flat 3-Side Seal Pouches
These are a pillow type pouch with the opening at the top or bottom. A tear notch is often incorporated into this type of pouch to allow for easy opening.

Retort Pouches
These pouches are used for pre-cooked processed food applications that involve high temperature sterilization and require a long shelf-life at room temperature without the necessity of freezing, cooling or drying.

Microwaveable Pouches
This type of pouch is an advanced version of our retort pouches. They are made with specially coated polyester that enables the pouch and its contents to be heated in a microwave oven.

Spouted Pouches
Spouted pouches are safe, easy to use and lightweight. Spouts are centered on the pouch or offset in the corner, providing great convenience, spill control and food safety for many applications (i.e. liquid, semi-liquid, granular and powder products).

Refill Pouches
Another smart, cost-effective and sustainable solution to expensive rigid containers, refill pouches efficiently deliver more product to the consumer with less packaging than rigid bottles. When it comes to Pouchjacket refill pouches, less is more!

Shaped Pouches
Along with impressive printed graphics you can add another creative element to your flexible packaging branding strategy with fun, functional and eye-catching shaped pouches.

Quad Seal Pouches
Our quad seal pouches are produced with all four corners of the pouch sealed, which reinforces the structure of this flexible package. This type of pouch is also ideal for products that need greater product capacity or volume, by virtue of the expanded side gussets.

Rollstock Film
PAC’s rollstock offering is for customers with vertical and horizontal form-fill-seal (V FFS and HFFS) packaging machines. We offer up to nine (9) gloss, matte and metallic ink colors printed on state-of-the-art rotogravure and offset printing presses that will deliver even the most complex designs.